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Abstract
Of all the information-sharing methods on the Web, video is a factor with increasing importance and will continue to 
influence the future Web environment. Various services such as YouTube, Vimeo, and Liveleak are information-sharing 
platforms that support uploading UGC (user-generated content) to the Web. Users tend to seek related information while 
or after watching an informative video when they are using these Web services. In this situation, the best way of satisfying 
information needs of this kind is to find and read the comments on Web services. However, existing services only support 
sorting by recentness (newest one) or rating (high LIKES score). Consequently, the search for related information is limited 
unless the users read all the comments. Therefore, we suggest a novel method to find informative comments by considering 
original content and its relevance. We developed a set of methods composed of measuring informativeness priority, which 
we define as the level of information provided by online users, classifying the intention of the information posted online, 
and clustering to eliminate duplicate themes. The first method of measuring informativeness priority calculates the extent to 
which the comments cover all the topics in the original contents. After the informativeness priority calculation, the second 
method classifies the intention of information posted in comments. Then, the next method picks the most informative com-
ments by applying clustering methods to eliminate duplicate themes using rules. Experiments based on 20 sampled videos 
with 1000 comments and analysis of 1861 TED talk videos and 380,619 comments show that the suggested methods can 
find more informative comments compared to existing methods such as sorting by high LIKES score.

Keywords Video service · Information sharing · Information needs · Online comments · Informativeness

Introduction

In the past decade, people have become more familiar with 
accessing information using the Web. As part of the changes 
of Web 2.0, people are using the Web in various ways. Of all 
the ways to use the Web, information sharing using video 
is an important method which has rising influence on the 
Web environment. For this purpose, there are various ser-
vices, such as YouTube, Vimeo, and Liveleak, which can 
support uploading user-generated content (UGC) to the Web. 
Also, people are able to access massive open online courses 

(MOOCs) using video services such as Coursera. Addition-
ally, there is a commonly used conference video sharing 
service, TED, which supports the sharing and spreading of 
ideas on the Web. Previous research [15, 46] observed that 
users tend to seek related information while or after informa-
tion behavior such as watching an informative video. Users 
in various services leave comments including opinions [17, 
31], discussion [50], additional links [28], and so on. The 
first step in satisfying these information needs is to find and 
read the comments on Web services. YouTube provides sev-
eral ranking methods for comments such as ranking from 
the video creator, comments generating discussion from the 
viewers, and comments that have been voted up by the com-
munity since November 2013.1 However, most existing ser-
vices support only sorting by recentness (newest one) or by 
high rating (LIKES score). Therefore, the search for related 
information has limitations:
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1 View, organize, or delete comments—YouTube Help.
 Available: https ://suppo rt.googl e.com/youtu be/answe r/60009 76?hl=en 
(Date last accessed on 4 Oct 2019).
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• If a video receives hundreds of comments, then users 
find it very hard to refer to all the comments when 
looking for related information. Therefore, users prefer 
to consider only highly ranked comments.

• In the sorting method based on a high LIKES score, 
comments that are more popular among users tend to 
be more visible because of their high ranking than com-
ments of higher quality.

• The highly ranked comments can easily remain highly 
ranked because of their exposure and easy access, since 
users prefer only highly ranked comments when the 
number of comments is large.

• Unless users read all the comments, there is no other 
way for them to identify the informative comments.

We propose a method to find and select informative com-
ments (IC-Finder) to help users understand original con-
tents and supply additional related information. We sug-
gest several methods based on the analysis of user behavior 
with comments and integrate different components to find 
the most informative comments for situations where there 
are a large number of comments. The method classifies 
the important features identified by the users. For each of 
these features, an algorithm was developed or integrated 
to quantify them. The methods are based on the analysis 
of 1860 videos and 380,619 comments from TED. Previ-
ous recommendation approaches are based on recording 
user behavior [3, 18, 25, 52]. However, our approach is 
based on the actual information contained in the video, 
the contents of the comments, and meta-information. The 
methods are composed of measuring informativeness pri-
ority, classifying intention for information, and clustering 
to eliminate duplicate themes. The method of measuring 
informativeness priority calculates how much the com-
ment refers to information coverage in the original con-
tents. After the informativeness priority calculation, the 
method classifies the comment intention for information—
whether they trigger or respond to comments. Then, the 
method selects the most informative comments by apply-
ing clustering methods to eliminate duplication of themes 
using rules.

To verify the method, we randomly selected 20 videos 
from the TED video service and used human evaluators 
to judge the data. We compared the informative com-
ments selected by human evaluators to the commonly used 
method of high rating (LIKES score) as a baseline and to 
the IC-Finder method.

The goal of this research is to find the most informative 
comments based on content in contrast with the ordinary 
services which simply use ordered score based on popular-
ity or recentness. The main contributions of our approach 
are as follows:

• The method supplies users with related informative com-
ments that provide useful information or give a better 
insight into the original contents.

• The method to select informative comments is based on 
matching between original contents and the crowd intel-
ligence rather than the crowd numbers.

• The large-scale experiments based on real-world data 
analyze both the users’ preference in selecting the best 
comments and how to best provide the users with the 
most informative comments.

• The method shows an extended algorithm for a recom-
mendation system by incorporating user perspective 
based on commenting behaviors.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Sec-
tion “Related Work” introduces the related research. In Sec-
tion “IC-Finder Method”, we describe our IC-Finder method 
for finding informative comments. In Section  “Experi-
ments”, we present the experiments and results which eval-
uate performance compared to human evaluators. Finally, 
Section “Discussion” discusses the main contributions, and 
Section “Conclusion” presents the conclusion and future 
works.

Related Work

Specialized Video Services

Specialized video service is broadcast video aimed at a 
specific purpose like sports, idea sharing, and education. In 
Korea, there is a famous live sports video service, “Naver 
Sports TV”. This service supports live chatting during 
the game. Ko et al. [22] investigated the motives for using 
this service and the relations between motives and usage. 
Another video conference service for idea sharing is TED. 
Multiple studies regarding the use of the TED service have 
been conducted on topics of lecture recommendation [29], 
video recommendation [55], automatic quiz material genera-
tion for education [19], video skimming [43], and statistical 
machine translation (SMT) [6, 30] based on the multilin-
gual scripts of videos provided by the service. In addition, 
researches about humor [13] and distinguishing between 
native and non-native speakers [26] were conducted. In the 
last few years, massive online open courses (MOOCs) for 
education, such as Coursera, have received attention as a 
new education model. However, education experts disa-
gree with the contention that MOOCs are a breakthrough 
and replacement for current classroom education [32]. The 
increase of MOOC qualities is analyzed in various ways, 
such as dealing with system architecture issues [11, 36] and 
deriving criteria for better satisfaction [42, 51]. Recommen-
dation by characterizing personal behavior has been used for 
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course recommendation [1], intelligent feedback manage-
ment [40] based on text mining, and thread [50] and ques-
tion recommendation [49] based on characterizing personal 
behavior. Previous research focused on thread and question 
recommendations and not on the quality of the answers.

Comments Analysis

Some researches focus on comment content. The common 
criteria for evaluating comments are quality, usefulness, and 
helpfulness. All criteria can be viewed as having similar 
meaning, but were analyzed for different purposes. Figue-
iredo et al. [16] investigated the quality of textual features 
including comments, title, description, and tags in Web ser-
vice. The criterion of helpfulness is usually used in online 
commerce. Zhang and Tran [53] proposed a method to pre-
dict the helpfulness of reviews in e-commerce Web service 
based on entropy-based scoring. Xiong and Litman [48] 
proposed a summarization method that employs a review of 
helpfulness ratings for content selection. Momeni et al. [27] 
suggested a usefulness classifier based on features such as 
surface level, syntactic, semantic, and topic. A topic-focused 
trust model [54] measured credibility of users and tweets 
by applying heterogeneous contextual properties. Comment 
analysis was used for crisis knowledge representation [38] 
and humanitarian assistance in crisis response [20]. Emo-
tion classification [8] and sentiment analysis [4] on YouTube 
videos were performed by utilizing the video comments. 
Ghose and Ipeirotis [17] suggested a ranking mechanism 
in two aspects, a consumer-oriented aspect and a manufac-
turer-oriented aspect. These studies revealed that ranking 
the comments or contents depends on adding or applying 
the features or factors but did not describe how to evaluate 
them. Additionally, these research studies revealed the lack 
of the study of the human perspective.

Community on Question and Answering(CQA)

In CQA service, questions are expressed explicitly with the 
user interface. Researches in CQA systems have also focused 
on the answer. Some of the researches have tried to discover 
which features influence the quality of the answers [5, 21, 
39]. Another approach for finding the related video answer 
is based on the user’s question [24]. Since there are consider-
able differences between the user interfaces, our research is 
based on recognizing the user’s information intention.

Many of the research works try to match between question 
and answer. Cong et al. [10] proposed to detect the answers to 
questions based on graph propagation. Wang et al. [45] sug-
gested a method to match between new question and answer 
pairs based on link prediction. Another method is based on 
semantic relevance using deep learning [44]. Prior work deals 
with multi-topic environments. However, question and answer 

comments on social video service environments usually focus 
on a single topic.

IC‑Finder Method

Overview

In our previous study [9], we investigated why users leave 
comments and which features users are more satisfied with 
based on the TED video service. We chose some significant 
features to be used for designing the method based on previ-
ous results:

• Users tend to prefer comments referring to well-balanced 
information.

• There are two information intentions, which are Trigger 
and Respond.

• There can be various themes in the comments based on 
each user intention because of several reasons such as per-
sonal experience or opinion.

A Trigger comment is defined as a comment whose purpose 
is to get information from the other users by triggering com-
ments. A Respond comment is defined as a comment whose 
purpose is to answer a question from others by supplying 
information.

The measure of connection between videos and comments 
is made by comparing textual similarity in our method. In 
recent research by Krishnamoorthy et al. [23], they suggested 
a technique that automatically generates natural language 
descriptions for videos using text-mined knowledge. There-
fore, we assumed there are existing solutions of voice to text.

Fig. 1  IC-Finder method
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Figure 1 shows the IC-Finder method diagram for finding 
informative comments. First, we considered an information 
coverage approach, named Semantic Entropy, for calculating 
the informative priority score. Second, we developed an infor-
mation classifier algorithm, which recognizes the intention of 
each comment. We applied the algorithm in our method and 
evaluated the algorithm in the “Experiments” Section. Third, 
for each intention, Trigger and Respond, we clustered the com-
ments into themes. Despite the large number of themes, we can 
eliminate duplicate themes using the cluster approach. Last, 
we prioritized the selected comments using rules based on the 
informativeness score. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code 
overview of the IC-Finder method.

Algorithm 1: Psuedo-Code for ICFinder Method
Data: C, C denote each comment set in specific video
Result: Selected comments
initialization ←− Split script & load the Intention Classifier
begin

S ←− LoadingSplitScript(SpecificV ideoInfo)
WeightMatrix ←− GetSimilarities(C, S)
InformativePriority ←− GetInformativenessScore(C, S,WeightMatrix)
InformationIntentionClass ←− GetClass(C,Classifier)
EachCluster ←− GetEachClassCluster(C, InformationIntentionClass)
SelectedComments ←−
Integrating(C,EachCluster, InformativePriority, InformationIntentionClass)

end

Informative Priority Based on Semantic Entropy

Based on the qualitative study [9], information coverage in 
comments is one of the most important factors for identifying 
comment informativeness. If the comments are too detailed in 
comparison to the original contents, then the user feels dissat-
isfaction. To avoid choosing comments which have a concen-
tration of detailed information in the script, we first parse the 
target video script, for which we seek additional information, 
into sentences. Then, we generate a weight matrix relating 
each sentence and each comment with variables representing a 
weight score using latent semantic analysis (LSA) [14]. Algo-
rithm 2 shows how we generate the weight matrix.

Algorithm 2: GetSimilarities
Data: C, S
Result: WeightMatrix
begin

WeightMatrix[C.length][S.length] ←− 0
for c ∈ C do

for s ∈ S do
WeightMatrix[c][s] ←− SimilarityScorebyLSA(c, s)

end
end
Return WeightMatrix

end

Next, we borrow the concept of entropy from infor-
mation theory [2]. In information theory, entropy repre-
sents how much information is balanced in each event, 
message, category, or class. Entropy is also best known 
as a measurement of uncertainty. Uncertainty means the 

tendency of probability distribution in the event. If one 
of the events occurs more than the others, then this situ-
ation looks less informative when the occurring event is 
observed. Conversely, other events occur rarely. In this 
case, entropy (uncertainty) is lower than in other cases. 
Therefore, entropy will be close to zero when only one 
certain event is expected. Equation 1 shows the traditional 
entropy formula.

where P is the occurrence probability of each event
With the weight matrix we can easily calculate the 

entropy for each comment. Equation 2 shows how we cal-
culate the probability.

where S is a parsed sentence, W is each weight relating 
each sentence and comment, i is a specific identifier of each 
comment.

Then, we organize entropy sets for each comment. 
Algorithm 3 shows the entire procedure for calculating 
the entropy.

Algorithm 3: GetInformativenessScore Algorithm
Data: C, S, WeightMatrix
Result: InformativePriority
begin

EntropySet ←− 0
for c ∈ C do

SUM ←− SummationAllWeight(c)
CommentSemanticProbabilities ←− WeightMatrix(c)/SUM
Entropy ←− 0
for p ∈ CommentSemanticProbabilities do

Entropy− = plog(p)
end
EntropySet+ = Entropy

end
InformativePriority ←− SortedEntropySetByDesc
Return InformativePriority

end

Information Intention Classifier

It is important to classify the comment intention, which will 
allow us to use different intention approach methods, such 
as Q&A, based on the qualitative study [9]. To organize 
the information intention classifier, we picked comments 
randomly and made an answer set using a human evalu-
ator. Then, we trained the classifier using the answer set. 
Finally, we applied the classifier to judge the comment 
intention. We assume that the classifier should get a high 
accuracy rate, and we verify this assumption empirically 
in Section “Experiments”. Algorithm 4 shows the overall 
classification procedure pseudo-code.

(1)Entropy =
∑

i

−Pi logPi,

(2)Pi =
Wi∑
i∈S Wi

, i ∈ S
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Algorithm 4: GetClass Algorithm
Data: C, Classifier
Result: InformationIntentionClassSet
begin

InformationIntentionClassSet ←− 0
for c ∈ C do

result ←− Classifier(c)
ClassSet ←− result

end
Return InformationIntentionClassSet

end

Clustering Comments to Eliminate Themes

Despite the successful information intention classification, 
we still have to deal with various themes in the comments. 
More processing is needed because most of the comments 
are talking about similar topics, which could trigger an error. 
To eliminate the duplication of similar themes, we used a 
clustering method to find the duplicated groups. Before 
clustering, we preprocessed all comments on TED for each 
specific video. We used the vector space model [34]. This 
approach extracts features (terms) from documents as a 
vector. Each feature corresponds to a unique term weight. 
A well-known term-weighting approach in information 
retrieval is TF–IDF [33], which consists of term frequency 
(TF) and inverse document frequency (IDF). This approach 
considers the use not only of term frequency but also term 
importance, whether the term is common or uncommon in 
the entire document set, using IDF. Here is the procedure for 
extracting vectors from TED comments.

1. We eliminated stopwords and stemmed all comments. 
In our method, the rest of the words are mentioned as 
STOPSTEM words.

2. We treated STOPSTEM words in each comment as a 
document and calculated the TF–IDF weight set for each 
document.

3. We sorted each TF–IDF weight set by descending order 
in each document.

4. We picked the top five STOPSTEM words with the high-
est TF–IDF score in each document. If there are not 
enough words for picking five STOPSTEM words, we 
only picked top K STOPSTEM words.

5. We gathered all features from each STOPSTEM word 
and generated the data set using these features and TF–
IDF score pair.

After we obtained the data set for making a cluster, we 
used WEKA2 API for the expectation–maximization (EM) 
[12] clustering algorithm. The EM clustering algorithm is 

well-known and extensively used for clustering. EM uses 
a probability distribution to assign the words belonging to 
each of the clusters. Also, EM can choose how many clusters 
to generate using cross-validation. To verify the number of 
clusters, we set the number of folds to 100 and the maximum 
iteration number to 500. Algorithm 5 shows the entire pro-
cedure for making the cluster.

Algorithm 5: GetEachClassCluster Algorithm
Data: C, InformationIntentionClass
Result: EachClusterInfo
begin

EachClusterInfo ←− 0
for class ∈ IntentionClass do

LoadEachClass ←− class
V ectorSpaceModel ←− ModelGeneratorTFIDF (C, class)
EachClusterInfo ←− BuildingCluster(class, V ectorSpaceModel)

end
Return EachClusterInfo

end

Information Integration (Finding Most Informative 
Comments)

Last, we integrated all results from previous steps. We 
ordered comments by their informative priority, their infor-
mation intention, and the number of clusters generated for 
each information intention. Then we selected the top five 
comments by integrating rules.

1. We consider each portion of the class Trigger and 
Respond to analyze the information intention by volume. 
We assume that the intention class with the greater vol-
ume is more important. If one class accounts for more 
than 80% of the total comments, we picked four com-
ments in this class. However, if the difference of class 
volume is lower, then we picked three comments in the 
bigger class. In each class, the method picks one com-
ment from the largest cluster volume until its entire class 
portion is finished.

2. In each cluster the method picks one comment having 
the highest informative priority. Therefore, we can select 
the best comment that covers all video information in 
various and duplicate themes.

3. If the comment is classified as Trigger class, then the 
method should find its answer comments, which are 
classified as Respond class, and unite the Trigger and 
Respond class.

We design the IC-Finder method based on the considera-
tions from the qualitative study. Algorithm 6 illustrates the 
procedure in pseudo-code.

2 Weka 3: Data Mining Software in Java, Expectation-Maximization 
API. Available: http://weka.sourc eforg e.net/doc.dev/weka/clust erers /
EM.html (Date last accessed on 4 Oct 2019).

http://weka.sourceforge.net/doc.dev/weka/clusterers/EM.html
http://weka.sourceforge.net/doc.dev/weka/clusterers/EM.html
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Algorithm 6: Integrating Algorithm
Data: C,EachCluster, InformativePriority, InformationIntentionClassSet
Result: EachCluster
begin

SelectedComments ←− Null
for class ∈ IntentionClass do

PortionOfClass ←− GettingPortion(class)
NextCluster ←− Null
while PortionOfClass ! = 0 do

if NextClusterisNull then
NextCluster will be chosen by largest volume

else
NextCluster ←− GetNextV olumnCluster(NextCluster)

end
InformativeComment ←−
MostInformativeCommentInCluster(C,NextCluster, InformativePriority)

AnswerComment ←− Null
if InformativeComment = Trigger then

AnswerComment = FindAnswer(InformativeComment)
else

AnswerComment = empty
end
SelectedComments ←− InformativeComment+AnswerComment
PortionOfClass−−

end
end
Return SelectedComments

end

Algorithm 7 is the method for choosing the proper 
answer for Trigger comments, which we defined as ask-
ing other users questions. This method also uses the LSA 
similarity API. To explain our method, we should describe 
the thread environments in the comments. In the TED ser-
vice, the system supports comments and their reply as a 
thread. The thread means comments with their answer 
directly input by the user interface. If an informative com-
ment from the IC-Finder method is in the thread, which 
means a set of messages grouped, then IC-Finder will find 
the answer comment in the thread. In this situation, the 
answer comment has to be Respond class and obtain high-
est similarity with the original Trigger comment. How-
ever, IC-Finder tries to search all comments if the original 
Trigger comment does not have a thread. In this situation, 
IC-Finder should find comments with two conditions. The 
first condition is to have a highest similarity score by LSA 
API. The second condition is to be posted later than the 
original Trigger comment.

Algorithm 7: Find Answer Algorithm
Data: InformativeComment
Result: AnswerComment
begin

if InformativeComment is in Thread then
Return MostHighSimilarityAnswerinThread

else
for RespondComment ∈ Respond do

SimilarityScore ←−
SemanticSimilarity(InformativeComment,RespondComment)

if MAX(SimilarityScore)&LaterthanThis(RespondComment) then
Return RespondComment

end
end

end
end

Experiments

As described in Section “IC-Finder Method”, IC-Finder 
consists of three elements: measuring informativeness pri-
ority, classifying intention for information, and clustering to 
eliminate duplicate themes. First, we analyze classification 

accuracy for information intention. Second, we evaluate 
the effectiveness of the method in applying and organizing 
clusters. Last, we deepen the understanding of the results to 
observe which characteristics can be found in comments.

To analyze the performance, we crawled 1861 videos and 
380,619 comments until October 31, 2014, and sampled 20 
videos from TED which have at least 200 comments and are 
at least 10 minutes long. Our IC-Finder method is based on 
sufficiency of comments. Otherwise, we can encounter the 
cold start problem [35], which appears when a system has 
insufficient information.

To show how much the user interacts in the TED service, 
we analyzed the crawled dataset. The average length of all 
videos’ script is 11,701 characters (min: 81, max: 34,781, 
SD: 5,569) and 2109 words (min: 14, max: 6,432, SD: 
1,010) except for non-script videos. The average number 
of comments for each video is 205 (min: 8, max: 6,447, 
SD: 288). Using the language detection library for Java,3 we 
found that 367,672 comments (96.6%) are in English. We 
analyzed the length of the English comments: the average 
length of comments for all videos with comments in English 
is 493 characters (min: 2, max: 19,777, SD: 473) and 85 
words (min: 1, max: 3158, SD: 81).

The average length of 20 sampled videos’ script is 16,245 
characters (min: 9483, max: 23,980, SD: 3491) and 2,938 
words (min: 1653, max: 4,443, SD: 654). In 20 sampled vid-
eos, each video expects to have 512 comments as the average 
number (min: 216, max: 1192, SD: 255). In all comments 
of 20 sampled videos, the average length of comments is 
575 characters (min: 1, max: 1286, SD: 493) and 97 words 
(min: 1, max: 2007, SD: 84). Comparing the sampled videos 
to the entire data set described, we can see that the sampled 
set accurately represents TED talks.

The TED.com website provides a link to other videos 
with similar topics. The main topics include Culture, Sci-
ence, Children, and Technology in addition to topics sug-
gested also by TED such as Statistics and Economics.

Classification Accuracy for Information Intention

Experiment Setting

For classification of information intention, we randomly 
extracted 50 comments from each of the previously selected 
20 videos. Two evaluators divided the 1000 comments into 2 
sets and coded each set separately. To evaluate human agree-
ment, we selected 2 videos and calculated Kappa inter-rater 
agreement score. Overall Kappa score is 0.74.

3 Language Detection Library for Java. Available: https ://code.googl 
e.com/archi ve/p/langu age-detec tion/ (Date last accessed on 4 Oct 
2019).

https://code.google.com/archive/p/language-detection/
https://code.google.com/archive/p/language-detection/
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Explanation for Features

In the preliminary study [9], we extracted some features 
from the user study. We added more features to improve the 
accuracy and enable empirical evaluation. Figure 2 shows 
the overview of all features. We chose features from the 
user study that we can extract computationally. The features 
include: URL, New Information, Additional Opinion or 
Thought, Length and Explicit Information Source. 

1. URL
• How many times URL appears in the comment using 

regular expressions.
2. New Information

• How many Questions appear in the comment using 
regular expressions.

  Question form 5W1H (When, Where, What, Who, 
Why, How) and modal verbs (Can, May, Could, 
Might, Should, and so on).

  Implicit question form like “I have a question”, 
“right?”, “I guess ...”, “Anyone who ...”, “I wonder 
...”, “My question ...” and “One question ...”.

• How many times Explicit Answers appear in the 
comment using regular expressions.

  Answer form like “That’s good question”, “The 
answer ...”, “I answer ...”, “I agree ...” and “I disagree 
...”. Yes and no answer words which appear in the 
beginning of the sentence.

• How many times Email appears in the comment 
using regular expressions.

3. Additional Opinion or Thought

• How many subjects I appear in the comment using 
Stanford POS Tagger.4

• How many Subjects You appear in the comment 
using Stanford POS Tagger.

• Identify opinion in the online review using Syntactic 
Patterns [41].

• How many Greetings appear in the comment using 
Regular Expressions. Basic greeting starters are 
“Hi”, “Hello”, and “Dear”. Simple compliment form 
like “Thanks” and “Thank you”.

4. Length

• Length of comment.
• Sum of all parsed sentences length in comment.
• How many sentences in comment.

• How many token words appear in the comment after 
processing with Stanford POS tagger.

5. Explicit information source

• How many Quotations appear in the comment using 
Regular Expressions.

• How many Parentheses appear in the comment using 
regular expressions.

• How many Colons appear in the comment using 
regular expressions.

• How many Named Entities appear in the comment 
using Stanford Named Entity Recognizer.

These are Basic Features from the qualitative study. Other 
quantitative features were added.

1. Language Feature

– How many Nouns appear in the comment using Stan-
ford POS tagger.

– How many Adjectives appear in the comment using 
Stanford POS tagger.

– How many Adverbs appear in the comment using 
Stanford POS tagger.

– Sum of each sentiment score for parsed sentences in 
the comment using Stanford CoreNLP.

2. Comments Meta-Feature

• Whether there is a parent comment for the target 
comment in the thread.

• User level value.
• LIKES score value.
• How many comment Replies appear in the thread.
• Boolean value for Deleted option.

3. External Resource Feature

• How many Emoticons appear in the comment. We 
used the emoticon data sets5 which provide analysis 
of emoticons in over 96 million Tweets from Twitter 
APIs. The tokenized processing shows 2241 emoti-
cons.

• How many times N-gram words appear in the com-
ment. N-gram words contain the 1 million most 
frequent 2, 3, 4, and 5 gram6 and provide over 2.7 
million 1-gram (i.e., unique words) words from 400 
million words of text from 1810 to 2009.

4 Software—The Stanford Natural Language Processing Group. 
Available: http://nlp.stanf ord.edu/softw are/index .shtml  (Date last 
accessed on 4 Oct 2019).

5 Emoticon Analysis. Available: http://www.datag eneti cs.com/blog/
octob er520 12/index .html (Date last accessed on 4 Oct 2019).
6 N-grams: based on 520 million word COCA corpus. Available: 
http://www.ngram s.info/ (Data last accessed on 4 Oct 2019).

http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/index.shtml
http://www.datagenetics.com/blog/october52012/index.html
http://www.datagenetics.com/blog/october52012/index.html
http://www.ngrams.info/
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Classification Result

Decision Tree [47] and LibSVM [7] were used as classifi-
ers based on their popularity and performance. The volume 
difference in the classification of intention from the human 
evaluators was between Trigger (25.8%) and Respond 
(74.2%). To overcome this difference, we generated the 
baseline using the ZeroR algorithm and the Decision Tree 
algorithm (J4.5) with WEKA library7. LibSVM was used 
with kernel-type set as radial basis function, degree in 
kernel function of 3, and � = 1∕(numberoffeatures) . Exper-
iment results conducted using the basic feature and the 
additional features with Decision Tree are displayed in 
Table 1 and experiment results with LibSVM appear in 
Table 2. The results show that the Decision Tree outper-
formed the LibSVM. Therefore, Decision Tree was used 
in the following classification experiments.

The goal of the experiment was to check discernment 
power of suggested features for classification tasks and 
show preliminary results. We used both algorithms, Deci-
sion Tree and LibSVM, to show that we can achieve high 
accuracy without using more complex algorithms such as 
RandomForest and XGBoost. The parameter tuning was 
based on features originated from a qualitative study [9].

The results show over 92% accuracy. However, all of 
the additional features are ineffective in classification 

improvement. To analyze which basic feature contributes 
to accuracy, we analyzed the results with attribute selec-
tion using InfoGain (Eq. 3) and GainRatio (Eq. 4) up to 
the top 19 elements, not including 0.

Table 3 shows the attribute selection score based on Info-
Gain and GainRatio [2]. It shows that a large portion of 
the classification ability depends on the Count Question 
attribute which counts how many times a question appears 
in the comment.

Effectiveness of the Methods

We used the 20 sampled videos to show the effectiveness 
of the methods. The baseline used is the sorted comments 
LIKES score in TED.com. If the LIKES scores were the 
same, then we picked the more recent one.

Settings

We picked the top five ranked comments according to the 
LIKES scores and according to our IC-Finder method. If 
the comment appeared in both the baseline method and our 
method, then we discarded the comment from both methods 

(3)
InfoGain(Class,Attribute) = H(Class)

− H(Class|Attribute)

(4)
GainRatio(Class,Attribute) = (H(Class)

− H(Class|Attribute))∕H(Attribute)

Fig. 2  All features for clas-
sification

7 Weka 3: Data Mining Software in Java. Available: http://www.
cs.waika to.ac.nz/ml/weka (Date last accessed on 4 Oct 2019).

http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka
http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka
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and tried to pick an alternative comment. We excluded the 
common comments since we wanted to measure only the 
effectiveness of our method by eliminating the high LIKES 
score effects. Each video has ten comments for experiments. 
Then, we generated an interview form with the randomly 
ordered comments with a Likert-type scale of 4 levels 
ranging from 0 (Not Useful) to 3 (Very Useful). For the 
experiment, we recruited five evaluators in addition to the 
researcher and trained them using the findings from the 
qualitative study. The overall agreement of the five evalu-
ators and one researcher based on Kappa score was 0.697. 
We used only six evaluators to evaluate the machine perfor-
mance. Nonetheless, the results indicate that our methodol-
ogy can achieve results comparable to the human perspec-
tive. Next, we tried to distribute randomly selected videos 
with similar playtime for each participant. After watching 
each video, they filled out their interview form.

Experiment Metric

For the qualitative analysis between the baseline method and 
the IC-Finder method, we used Cumulative Gain (CG) and 
Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG). CG shows the absolute 
number of scores evaluating the impact of comments for 
both the baseline method and our method. DCG is used to 
measure the ranking quality based on multiple aspects and 
absolute informativeness score. We tried to use another sort-
ing strategy, which consists of two criteria, sort by cluster 
volume and sort by Semantic Entropy score, in our method.

Results

We used 200 comments in 20 videos. The results show the 
method’s advantages of incorporating user perspectives 
for recommending comments in watching video. Figure 3a 
shows the result of sum of CG. As can be seen, the absolute 
informativeness score of the IC-Finder method is higher than 

Table 1  Classification accuracy 
with Decision Tree

Precision (%) Recall (%) F measure (%) Accuracy (%)

Algorithm with ZeroR as baseline
 Baseline 55.1 74.2 63.2 74.2

Features
 Basic feature 92.6 91.6 91.8 91.6
 + Language feature (Lang) 92.5 91.6 91.8 91.6
 + Meta-feature (Meta) 91.1 90.7 90.8 90.7
 + External source feature (Ext) 92.2 91.4 91.6 91.4
 + Lang, Meta-features 91.2 91.1 91.1 91.1
 + Meta, Ext features 91.2 91.0 91.1 91%
 + Lang, Ext features 92 91.2 91.4 91.2
 + All features 89.4 89.5 89.5 89.5

Algorithm with attribute selection
 Decision Tree 93.7 92.3 92.6 92.3

Table 2  Classification accuracy 
with LibSVM

Precision (%) Recall (%) F Measure (%) Accuracy (%)

Algorithm with ZeroR as baseline
 Baseline 55.1 74.2 63.2 74.2

Features
 Basic feature 83.9 83.1 80.7 83.1
 + Language feature (Lang) 82.6 81.5 78.2 81.5
 + Meta-feature (Meta) 82.3 81 77.4 81
 + External source feature (Ext) 81.9 80.7 76.9 80.7
 + Lang, Meta-features 82.8 80.5 76.2 80.5
 + Meta, Ext features 83.2 80.4 75.9 80.4
 + Lang, Ext features 83.3 80.8 76.6 80.8
 + All features 82.8 79.9 75.1 79.9

Algorithm with attribute selection
 LibSVM 90.1 90.2 90.1 90.2
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that of the baseline by 11.56%. Figure 3b shows the result of 
the sum of DCG between baseline and two trials by different 
sorting strategies in our method. As seen in the graph, the 
method of sorting by Semantic Entropy outperforms Cluster 
Volume and baseline by 3.22% and 6.84% respectively. 

We analyzed the rank position @K in the graph. @ rep-
resents the top positions and K the number of positions 
evaluated. Each ordinate contains the sum of CG and DCG 
scores for the baseline and for our method up to position 
(@K). Figure 4a displays the results for CG and Fig. 4b for 
DCG. The results of the top positions such as first (@1) or 
second (@2) show slightly better performance. However, the 
results of low positions such as fourth (@4) and fifth (@5) 
outperform the baseline. The sorting method with seman-
tic entropy especially shows more effectiveness than cluster 
volume does.

Exploratory Case Study

We analyzed the results of the performance difference 
between our method and the baseline. We divided the results 
in each video using the CG score. We use ▴ for our method 
having a higher score, ▾ for the baseline having a higher 
LIKES score, and = for the same score. The number of ▴ 
cases is ten, and the number of ▾ cases is seven. The same 
score cases (=) is three.

We analyzed the similar topic terms for this case study. 
We picked the topic terms by the number of occurrences 
of the selected top five ▴ cases and top five ▾ cases. As we 
mentioned, the subjects in ▴ cases have more objective topic 
terms such as Science, Biology, and Technology. However, 
the subjects in ▾ cases have more subjective topic terms such 
as Education, Children, and Health. We assumed that both 
cases might show different results in information intention. 
Therefore, we applied the classifier from previous experi-
ment to this experiment, and we calculated the number of 
comments and their ratio in each intention, Trigger and 
Respond.

As in Section “Results”, we already used information 
intention for 1000 sample comments in Section “Classifica-
tion Accuracy for Information Intention”. The number of 
Trigger intention is only 258 and the number of Respond 
intention is 742. If the number of Trigger intention is divided 
by the number of Respond, then we obtain 0.3478. We used 
this number as a baseline for evaluating the number differ-
ence between ▴ and ▾ cases. Table 4 shows the results. All 
of Trigger and Respond rate results in ▴ cases show above 
the baseline score. However, two of results in ▾ cases show 
below the baseline score. It means that there is a possibility 
that our algorithm performs less well due to the lack of cases 
of Trigger information class.

Discussion

In Section “Classification Accuracy for Information Inten-
tion”, we discussed the information intention classifier based 
on identifying the Trigger and Respond intention by combin-
ing quantitative features from the user study and additional 
features from our survey. The results in Section “Classi-
fication Accuracy for Information Intention” show maxi-
mum classification accuracy of 92.3% using a decision 
tree. However, eliminating most of the features using the 
attribute selection method improves the precision, recall, 
and F1-measure. To quantify importance of the features, we 
evaluate InfoGain and GainRatio score for each feature. As 
a limitation, the result of feature importance reveals that the 
classifier for the information intention depends greatly on 
the value of Question Count feature. We assume that fea-
tures related to the definition of information intention could 
influence the results. The discovery of these features is left 
for future work.

Analysis of Figs. 3b and 4a shows the advantage of the 
methods proposed. Our methods showed better results for 
top K up to lower limit of top 5 comments. From top 1 to 
top 4 comments, the difference of CG and DCG score is 
lower than the score difference in the top 5 comments. This 
means that the method of sorting high LIKES scores might 
be capable of showing informative comments. However, it 
is not valid for low top K values. Conversely, our method is 
able to find informative comments.

Table 3  Result with InfoGain and GainRatio at top 19

Attribute Scores

InfoGain GainRatio

Question 0.5423 0.44
Sentence 0.0411 0.047
Subject You 0.0327 0.0391
Unigram 0.0304 0.0304
Token 0.03 0.0301
Total length 0.0297 0.0297
Trigram 0.0291 0.0293
Sum of each sentence length 0.029 0.029
Bigram 0.0283 0.0284
Sum of sentence sentiment 0.0252 0.0257
Quadragram 0.0244 0.0256
Opinion 0.0241 0.0385
Adverb 0.0219 0.0281
Noun 0.0217 0.0219
Explicit answer 0.0211 0.0211
Pentagram 0.0197 0.0197
Adjective 0.0171 0.027
Quotation 0.013 0.0264
LIKES score 0.0123 0.0684
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Although overall the results of our method show better 
performance, not all cases show ideal results. Therefore, we 
conducted an exploratory case study to examine the differ-
ence between the methods. The ▾ represents those cases in 
which our method shows lower performance than the method 
of sorting by number of LIKES scores. The ▾ represents the 
cases in which the number of Trigger information intention 
class scores might be lower than average. We assume that 
these results are connected with our user study about high-
lighting the importance of the question. The cases in which 
users provide their information, opinions, and feelings in 
comments on a platform such as YouTube [37] might not be 
suitable for applying our method. Overall, we can conclude 
that, despite these limitations, our method can find more 
informative comments than can methods based on a high 
LIKES score.

Conclusion

In this paper, we present the IC-Finder method to find 
informative comments that assist in understanding video 
viewing. The method proposes specific solutions to deal 

with each type of feature. Our approach for finding infor-
mativeness comments shows promising results compared to 
existing methods based on sorting high LIKES scores.

Future work can improve accuracy and case coverage. 
One possible approach can be identifying additional use-
ful features of informative comments and combining them 
with our classifier to improve accuracy. Future work also 
includes identifying more specific classes. As we have seen 
in the experiments, there is a possibility of classification 
based on the expression of user feelings. Such work would 
require conducting more case studies for Information Needs 
in video viewing. Additional work can be aimed at tuning 
the algorithm to find more fitting question and answer sets.

Another direction of research can be based on experi-
ments with user interface about when and how the informa-
tive comments can be displayed. A specialized user inter-
face which tracks the users’ comment behavior could supply 
more personalized data. We assume that this data would 
include informative comments which are also satisfactory 
from the user’s personal perspective.

It would be interesting to utilize informative comments 
for related information search. The use of the IC-Finder 
method for the extraction of informative comments provides 

Fig. 3  a Sum of cumulative gain, b sum of discounted cumulative gain

Fig. 4  a Cumulative gain @K, b discounted cumulative gain @K
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the users with more relevant and useful information. These 
results can provide a more satisfactory experience to users 
who are watching videos for information needs or educa-
tional purposes and not for general or entertainment pur-
poses. To extract more information, we need to investigate 
the connections between extracted information and user 
information needs.
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